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8. The Initial Value Problem for Linear Partial Differential
Equations with Variable Coefficients. I

By Taira SHIROTA
Department of Mathematics, Osaka University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Jan. 1.2, 1957)

Recently Yosida) gives the existence theorem for Cauchy problem
of the wave equation by semigroup-like method, but it seems me not
so adequate to obtain solutions for more general equations such that
their coefficients depend on the time.

The object of this paper is to give an existence theorem for
Cauchy problem in the whole space, and gives some generalization of
Leray’s results.) Our main idea owes to Yosida.

1. Notations. We consider only a real function or a smooth
system of real linear differential operator defined over /-Euclidean

vector space R and /+l-Euclidean vector space RR" that is,
their coefficients have bounded derivatives of all orders.

I-(bj(x,Let B(x, x., $// (i,]--l,2,...,m) be an (m,m)-smooth

system of differential operator defined over R. Let s--[s(i)li--l,2,
.., m} be the set of non negative integers such that the order o(b)

of bj does not exceed s(i)/s(j) and denote by b(x,-X) the sum

of terms in b with order exactly s(i)/s(j). Then we call that

B , is nifo’my t’roy diptie, if there is a positive 0 such

that

b(x, i)vOp,l$l’() Ivl
i=l

for all real scalars $" ($,.-., St), all x e R and all complexes vl,.-.,

) it is equivalent to the following:By the smoothness of B x,X
(b. (x, i)) is positive definite for all x eR and all real scalars $ :151-- 1.
Then from Leray’s method, it is shown that there are positive k,
and fi such that

R

1) Cf. K. Yosida: An operator-theoretical integration of the temporally inhomo-
geneous wave equation (to appear).

2) Cf. L. Leray: Hyperbolic equations with variable coecients, Princeton, N.
J. (1954).
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i--1

R

where u=(u,..., u) e ), i.e., u (i=l, 2,-.-, m) are infinitely dif-
ferentiable functions with compact carries defined on R, and

Furthermore let B(t,x,-- be a smooth system defined over

RR, which does not contain and which is uniformly strongly

elliptic with the same s for all S eR. This operator is simply denoted
by B (when S eR is fixed), B" or B, and we introduce Hilbert spaces
which are isomorphic"

H, the completion of functions in under the inner product
((u,
Hz, the completion of functions in ) under the inner product
((u,

Finally by (x)) we denote the space of infinitely differentiable
vector valued functions defined on R: into ) where ) is the
projective limit of Hs’s.

2. Theorems. Let A(t,x,-) be an (m, m)-smooth system defined

over RxR and let B t,, be an other (, )-smooth system

defined in Section 1 where the .associated (i) (i=1,2,..., m)are suf-

ficientl large.
We say that A is semi-bounded by the norm defined by B, if there

is a positive continuous function % defined over R such that

f (A(t, ,- )u<x), B(t,x
R

%f (B(t, x, :-x-)U(X), u(x))dx
R

for any t eR and any
Then the above inequality implies that

( 1 ) ((Atu,
since s(i) is sufficiently large.

From (1) we see the following

( nTheorem 1. If A t, x, -by B() and by B(’) such that s(i) is sufficiently larger than s’(i)
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(i--1,2,..., m). Then the weak extension At of At in Ht into itself
satisfies the following conditions: there exist positive real o and
such that

a) the real o belongs to the resoivent set of At,

From Theorem 1 and by a modification of Yosida’s method we
see the following

Theorem 2o If A t, x, --x- is semi-bounded by the norm defined

by B(S)’s and s(i) for i--1,2,..., m. Then Cauchy problem for

-4--A(t, x,
) ) is well posed in the following sense: For any

(m) (m)ve@t(’%)) and any geL.x), there is uniquely a ue@t(Lx)) such that

t -})u--v fortO

u(O,
3. Outline of proofs of Theorems. The inequality (1) implies

that

(2)

(3) ]](1--1A)u :>(l+/)-]lul]
() and for any :>2%. Here replacing Bt by B--B*for any

we denote by B the weak extension of B. Then (2)implies the

existence of the weak solution of 1----A and from (3) where B-- D’(’)-,

it follows the uniqueness of such weak solution. Thus we see
Theorem 1. Here we remark that in (b) we can not in general replace

Furthermore under he assumption of Theorem 2, from Theorem
I i follows ha (a) and (b) hold for B wih sufficiently large
Then from (b) and by a limit-process we see ha

(c) 1--1 A is strongly continuous with resp. to t in H, for
n

fixed o, where o depends on s.
From (a), (b) and using a certain estimate with respect to B[

(c) a suitable modification of Yosida’s method is applicable to obtain

our Theorem 2. Finally considering the iteration u_ it follows the
t

differentiability (in the strong sense), of the solution, with respect
to t.
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) be a smooth4. Ixamples. 1. Parabolic equations. Let A t,x, x
system such that for fixed t it is uniformly strongly elliptic. Then

( ) is wellposed in the sense ofCauchy problem or +A t, x,

Theorem 2.

( / be QsI, where s is a positive integer. ThenFor let B t, x, x
since QsA is also uniformly strongly elliptic, there is a continuous
positive function % such that

(QI)(-A)+(-A*)(QI) 7tQsL
where BC means that

f (Bu, u)dx f(Cu, u)dx for u e

R R

Thus Theorem 2 is applicable to 9 A(t, x,t- x
2. Hyperbolic equations. If a smooth operator a,t, x, of

order m:

satisfies the following conditions: let a be the principal part of
and let

a’(t, x, )=+(t, x, $*)e:-+... +5_(t, x, *),
where $*=(0, 6, $,.-., $). Then the equation of

a’(t, x, (e0, 0,. -, 0)+(0, w, w,"" ",

has real roots U(x, t, v*) such that
v(x, t, *)- U(x, t, *)] b

for some positive b, for different i, j (i, j= 1, 2,..., m), any (x, t) eR R
and any real scalar

Then by Leray it is shown that Theorem 2 is applicable to solve
Cauchy problem for a with the initial hyperspace: t=0. Here we
remark that, without reducing to a system, the unique existence of
solution of Cauchy problem for a follows directly from the duality
of Hilbert spaces.

where a t, x,3. Let A t,x, ._,, is a

uniformly strongly elliptic operator for all t eR and the order of a
is 2m. Then for any positive integer s, a is also uniformly strongly

’ and k- such thatelliptic, i.e. there are

aS-t as- t 1 m(s- 1)
t

a a: kT=t+ + atQ for some positive
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Let B t, ,
s-1 a,s-10 a

Then if o(a-at*) m,

BA+AB 0 (

Sinee o((-*)"--k"-. +("),< 2m( l)+m, from Leray’s
lemmas we see that

BA+AB %B for a ositive continuous function %. hereby

heorem 2 is alieable to the equation + t,

o(-) m.

4. Schr6dingerequations. Let A(t,,)--(t,,)
where (t, ,---) is uniformly strongly ellitie and --* for

t RI. Pot any ositive integer and for sueiently large continuous
function

0
0

Then for any positive

BA+AB 0<B.
herefore heorem 2 is alieable to the equation

g. Let a- be a partial differential oerator with eonstan

eoeeient defined over R* such that

for 0-(a, 0,..., 0) a >0, any , and any real 21--s (1>s0),...,
where 0, are (l+l)-real vectors. Here we assume that the erm
in a ()of the highest order with respect to the first variable is
independent of other variables. hen by the same method as in the
earlier aera it is shown that the carrier of the unique element-

ary solution s’(0) is contained in the half-saee (, )0.

,( ) with the initial hyersaee (, 0)-0Henee Cauehy problem for

is well osed in various senses.

8) cf. . Shiroa: On solutions of a partially differential equation with a parame-
ter, Proe. Japan Aead., , 401 (1996).
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A generalization for the case of variable coefficient, in this
direction, as well as the full proofs of the above results will be
published in the Osaka Mathematical Journal.

Added in proof: While in proof reading I had access to a paper
of S. Mizohata: Le probl6me de Cauchy pour les 6quations para-
boliques, J. Math. Soc. Japan, 8 (1956). From his algebraic results
(1.22-1.24) his fundamental Proposition 4 follows immediately from
ours.


